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Problem statement

Operability issues were experienced on flash gas back-to-back compressors with lower molecular weight side stream, driven by fixed speed electric motor:

• Failed attempts of start-up/loading
• During normal operation compressors went off-line due to process upset (e.g. inlet flow decrease)
• Unable to operate parallel trains simultaneously

➢ Consequent loss of production
Process configuration

• Flash gas compression application
• 2x50% compression trains in parallel operation
• Back-to-back compressors
• Different molecular weight (MW) on each compressor section
Centrifugal compressor details

- Back-to-back compressors work with higher MW on the 1\textsuperscript{st} section and lower MW on 2\textsuperscript{nd} section

- Two internal labyrinth seal leakages are present
Impact on compressors performance

- 1st section recycle includes the internal seal leakages from 2nd section
- 1st section recycle leads to gas MW decrease and performance reduction
- Since pressure at boundary conditions are fixed by the process the compressor may go off-line
Issues at site – Start-up/Loading

Unable to bring the parallel train on line

Excessive side stream flow (lower MW) decreases 1\textsuperscript{st} section MW

Not enough side stream flow (lower MW) increases 2\textsuperscript{nd} section MW

High electric motor current - TRIP
Feed gas Throttling valve

- Throttling valve introduced on feed-gas inlet line in order to allow feed gas header pressure regulation, minimizing recycled gas flow.
Side Stream Throttling valve

- Throttling valve introduced on side stream gas inlet line in order to keep the correct MW on the 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} compressor sections, in order to maximize gas flow, avoiding the lean-out phenomenon.
Parallel Trains Operation

- The 1\textsuperscript{st} section lean-out get worse in case of parallel flash gas trains operation, due to unbalancing on the feed gas flow drawn by each compressor.

- In order to properly split the available feed gas flow between the trains, it is necessary, not only to act on each throttling valve, but also to “link” the opening of both 1\textsuperscript{st} section recycle valves of the parallel trains.
Advanced dynamic simulation - Scope

- Testing and validation of the new control algorithm
- Optimization of the process production parameters
- Pretuning of the software
- Minimize commissioning time at site
Advanced dynamic simulation - Example

Start-up of one train 1 while the parallel train 2 is running

- Feed gas throttling valves opening
- Feed gas flow
- 2nd section discharge pressure

Motor startup
Both trains on line
Fouling and unbalanced parallel operation

Severe compressor performance degradation, due to fouling phenomena, has been observed.

Parallel train load balancing has been further improved in order to compensate for this additional issue, introducing adjustable factors on the throttling valves and recycle valves references.
Conclusions/Lesson learned

• On fixed speed back-to-back compressors the presence of the internal leakages can have a negative impact on the production if not properly managed

• A new control algorithm has been developed to mitigate this effect and improve the production

• Advanced dynamic simulation was used to:
  ✓ validate a new solution before implementing at site
  ✓ analyze the interaction between the machine and the process to ensure a correct operability and avoid issues during operation
Back-up
Patented Solution

The direct measurement of the current gas composition was not applicable; therefore, the side stream throttling valve controller has been developed based on the effects of the gas leaning on both sections to the available measured parameters. This is an example of so called inferential control in the Oil & Gas industry, applied in general to control product qualities without an on-stream analyzer and it is also a good example on how minimizing the number of measurement devices by leveraging the Physic Based Approach that connects different process/machine variables.